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\begin{abstract}
For clear summary and efficient search of images for album, which carries a story of life record, we propose a new approach for quickview of album in comic-like layout via quartet analysis. How to organize the images in album and in what way to display images in collage are two key problems for album quickview. For the first problem, we take the idea of model organization method based on quartet analysis to construct categorization tree to organize the images; while for the second problem, we utilize the topological structure of categorization tree to decompose it into multiple groups of images and extract representative image from each group for subsequent collage. For the collage part, we choose comic-like layout to present collage because comic provides a concise way for storytelling and it has variablitiy in layout styles, which is suitable for album summary. Experiments demonstrate that our method could organize the images effectively and present images in collage with diverse styles as well.
\end{abstract}

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.0 [Computer Processing and Computer Vision]: General—Image displays

1. Introduction
With the advent of the era of digital photography, more and more people take photos to record life by different digital devices. People usually take several photos with different positions or angles under the same scene, and save these photos in a digital album for later browse or recall. However, as there may exist many images in the album, browsing the image one by one may be time-consuming and tedious. Therefore, a rational quickview of album with large amounts of images will save us lots of trouble. For the quickview of album [WQS\textsuperscript{*}06] [RBHB06] [ZH12], we organize images in album and then present them in comic-like layout for image summary to achieve above goal.

The main contributions are as follows:

1) Inspired by model organization method [HSS\textsuperscript{*}13], we construct categorization tree to organize images effectively, which keeps the topology information of images well.

2) We propose a new comic-like layout generation method to display image summay with rich styles of layout, based on a simple template library construction method and the optimization of layout deformation.
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3. Image organization

Given an album of images, we organize them effectively inspired by model organization method [HSS'13] in two steps: quartet creation and categorization tree construction.

3.1. Quartet creation

A quartet for images contains four images with two pairs, which follows topological constraint that two images in one pair are similar but images in different pairs are dissimilar under certain feature evaluation. We try several common features of images to create quartets and finally select three features for subsequent use, including color (color histogram for calculation), SIFT [MS05] and GIST [OT01], which are widely used for calculating the similarity of images.

![Figure 1: Quartet creation. (a): initial state for four nodes; (b): the state after removing three largest edges; (c): the state judging by threshold R; (d): a reliable quartet where A, B are in one pair, and C, D are in the other pair.](image)

![Figure 2: A subset of input album and corresponding quartets under the GIST feature. (a): input images; (b): corresponding quartets, the left two images in a quartet form one pair, and the right two images form another pair.](image)

The process of creating quartets is shown in Figure 1. For any four images we will determine if they can form a reliable quartet by follows: we construct a undirected connected graph with four nodes A, B, C, D shown in Figure 1(a), where each node denotes an image and there exists an edge between every pair of images with weight denoting distance between images under one feature. Then we sort the six edges according to their weight and delete the three largest edges; these four images can form a reliable quartet only if both the following two conditions are satisfied: 1) the graph is still connected; 2) denote the largest edge weight as d3 and the other two as d1 and d2 in the remaining three edges, d3/d1 and d3/d2 are both greater than certain threshold R. As shown in Figure 2(b), there are some quartets for the image subset of an input album under GIST feature, which shows that the quartets satisfy the topological constraint.

We conduct above process to create reliable quartets under Color, SIFT [MS05], and GIST [OT01] features. The threshold R may be different under different features, the smaller the R is, the more quartets we will get. For 60 images, we get about 8100 quartets under Color feature (R = 2.4), about 6400 quartets under SIFT feature (R = 3.2) and about 8700 quartets under GIST feature (R = 2.2), totally about 23200 quartets for subsequent categorization tree construction.

3.2. Categorization tree construction

After creating quartets for images, we adopt the method [HSS'13] to construct categorization tree for quartets. The categorization tree is an unrooted tree which maximally satisfies the topological information of quartets. Each leaf node of the tree denotes an image, non-leaf node is parent or ancestor of other nodes and it represents a scene category. If two leaf nodes share the same parent or ancestor, they are likely to belong to the similar scene, so we could organize images hierarchically based on the categorization tree.

Topological information in quartets is kept inherently in the structure of categorization tree, for the input image of Figure 2(a), we construct the corresponding categorization tree as shown in Figure 6(b), the topological relationship between four images in the quartet which has been labeled green in Figure 2(b) can be found in the categorization tree in Figure 6(b) where the path has been labeled green.

4. Image summary in collage way

After organizing images hierarchically in the categorization tree, we need to collage images to present concise way to display images. We extract representative images from categorization tree and put them in comic-like layout. To enhance the diversity of layout styles, we construct template library for layouts, from which to select appropriate templates for subsequent optimization, presenting the collage in comic-like layout with rich styles.

4.1. Extracting representative images

After constructing categorization tree, we need to extract representative images to collage them. Through previous analysis we know that the bottom non-leaf node represents a minimum scene, and the affiliation of nodes denotes the similarity between different scenes. Besides, there exists topological information between nodes in categorization tree,
therefore we could combine the affiliation and topological information of nodes to decompose the categorization tree and extract representative images. We define the degree of separation between two nodes as the shortest path (number of traversed edges) between two nodes in the categorization tree. For the categorization tree of Figure 6(b), the degree of separation between images is shown in Figure 3(a). As the two images connected by two red edges in Figure 6(b), traversing from one image to the other needs to pass at least 2 edges, so their degree of separation is 2.

After calculating the degree of separation between leaf nodes, we decompose the categorization tree to multiple groups greedily as following steps: step1: starting from a random leaf node, we use breadth-first search to find all the other leaf nodes whose degree of separation from starting node is no bigger than \( d_{\text{thresh}} \), all these nodes will be added into current group and removed from the categorization tree; step2: repeat step1 until there are no left nodes in the categorization tree.

We use above steps to decompose the categorization tree to multiple groups, where images in each group depict a similar scene. As shown in Figure 3(b), when we set \( d_{\text{thresh}} = 2 \), the input images in Figure 2(a) could be divided into 8 groups, images in each group are taken under a similar scene.

After getting groups of images from the categorization tree, we need to take a representative image from each group for collage. For each group, we hope to select the image which has the smallest difference among other images in the group as the representative one. The selection process is as follows: for each image in the group, we define the difference as the sum of degree of separation between the image and other images in the group, after calculating and sorting the difference for each image, we take the image whose difference is the smallest as the representative image of the group (we randomly choose one image to break the tie for several smallest difference). As shown in Figure 3(b), the image with yellow rectangle is the representative image of each group.

4.2. Template library construction

Given the representative images, we divide them randomly into summary sets where each set contains 6-8 representative images, and each set of images will be put in comic-like layout to present collage. As comic page can be represented in a hierarchical way, specifically that a comic page consists of several layers and each layer consists of several panels, we utilize simple enumeration method based on the universal and intuitive rules of comic to construct template library. We first enumerate the number of layers and then enumerate panels within each layer as follows: (1) each page could be divided to at most \( L_N \) layers denoted as \( L_1, L_2,...,L_N \); (2) each layer could be divided at to at most \( L_P \) panels. Considering the space limitation of comic page and the characteristic that the height of comic page is bigger than the width, we set \( L_N \) to 4 and \( L_P \) to 3 in order to keep balance of comic page and avoid crowding the page (such setting will cover most of the comic layouts created by cartoonists [McC06]). After enumerating the number of layers and the number of panels within each layer in a template, the position of panels within a layer is finite that we can simply enumerate all the possible cases: if the number of panels within a layer is three, there are three cases of division from layer to panel, otherwise there is only one division case as shown in Figure 4. By enumerating the string representation of template as shown in Figure 4 (each panel is represented by its layer and its position within layer), we enumerate different cases of layers and panels within each layer to create a template library. For each template, we divide the whole comic page into layers equally and then divide each layer into panels equally as shown in Figure 5(a).

4.3. Selecting appropriate templates

Given a library of templates, we need to select appropriate templates for each summary set of images. For a summary set of images and a given template layout, we scale each image using the same proportion and put it into corresponding panel following the center-aligned manner as shown in Figure 5(b). However, due to the different sizes of images and panels, there may be some phenomenon such as gap and overlap between current panel and adjacent panels within a layer as shown in Figure 5(b). Besides, for each layer, scaled image may overflow boundary of corresponding panel and overlap adjacent layers. We seek to preserve the content of
each image maximally, but above phenomenon of overlap or gap will cause the crop of scaled images to adapt the size of corresponding layer. Considering above phenomenon, we define penalty function for each template, based on which to select appropriate templates from the template library.

Figure 5: Layout optimization example. (a): layout template; (b): initial panels (green) after putting scaled images (red); (c): optimized layout result (green denotes deformed panels and red means scaled images); (d): final layout result.

Before introducing penalty function, we define symbols as follows: for a summary set of images $S$, denote its corresponding template library as $\{T_m\}_{m=1}^M$ ($M$ is the number of templates in template library); for current template $T_m$, denote its layer as $L_i (i \in \{1...4\})$, for layer $L_i$, denote the panel on $L_i$ by $P_{ij}(j \in \{1...3\})$, which means the $j^{th}$ panel of $L_i$. The scaled image after put into corresponding panel is denoted as $I_{ij}(j \in \{1...3\})$, which corresponds to panel $P_{ij}(j \in \{1...3\})$. $\cap$ is the intersection operator, which intersects two regions, and $\cup$ is the merge operator, which merges two regions. For template $T_m$, we will introduce the factors of influence.

1): The overlap within layer $L_i (i \in \{1...4\})$: as we don’t want to crop too much region of scaled image to fit corresponding panel, we hope the overlap between panels within layer $L_i$ as small as possible. The overlap between panels within layer $L_i$ is defined as follows:

$$E_o(L_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{J-1} (\text{Area}(I_{ij}) \cap \text{Area}(I_{ij+1}))$$

Where $E_o(L_i)$ means the overlap within layer $L_i$, $J \in \{1...3\}$ is the number of panels of layer $L_i$, $\text{Area}(I_{ij})$ means the area of scaled image $I_{ij}$.

2): The gap within layer $L_i (i \in \{1...4\})$: as we don’t want to rescale and crop too much of the image, we also hope the gap as small as possible, penalty for gap within layer $L_i$ is defined as follows:

$$E_g(L_i) = \text{Area}(L_i) - \sum_{j=1}^{J-1} (\text{Range}(L_i) \cap (\text{Area}(I_{ij}) \cup \text{Area}(I_{ij+1})))$$

Where $E_g(L_i)$ means the gap within layer $L_i$, $J \in \{1...3\}$ is the number of panels of layer $L_i$, $\text{Area}(L_i)$ means the area of scaled image $L_i$, $\text{Range}(L_i)$ is the scope of the rectangle of layer $L_i$.

3): The overlap between layer $L_i$ and $L_{i+1} (i \in \{1...3\})$: for adjacent layers, if scaled image overflows the boundary of panel and covers adjacent layers, it will not only cause cropping of scaled image but also affect the overall appearance of layout. We define the overlap between layer $L_i$ and $L_{i+1}$ as follows:

$$D(L_i, L_{i+1}) = \text{Area}(\sum_{j=1}^{J} I_{ij}) \cap \text{Area}(\sum_{k=1}^{K} I_{i+1,k})$$

Where $D(L_i, L_{i+1})$ means the overlap between layer $L_i$ and $L_{i+1}$, $\text{Area}(I_{ij})$ means the area of the $j^{th}$ scaled image which corresponds to $P_{ij}$ on layer $L_i$, $J \in \{1...3\}$ is the number of panels on layer $L_i$. $\text{Area}(I_{i+1,k})$ means the area of the $k^{th}$ scaled image which corresponds to $P_{i+1,k}$ on layer $L_{i+1}$, $K \in \{1...3\}$ is the number of panels on layer $L_{i+1}$.

Based on above phenomena we define penalty function for template $T_m$ as follows:

$$\text{Penalty}(T_m) = \alpha \sum_{l=1}^{NL} (8(E_o(L_l)) + 8(E_g(L_l))) + \beta \sum_{m=1}^{NL} D(L_l, L_{l+1}) \text{AREA}$$

where $\text{Penalty}(T_m)$ is the penalty function for template $T_m$, $NL$ is the number of layers of $T_m$, $\text{AREA}$ is the area of comic page, which acts as normalization factor for $D(L_l, L_{l+1})$. $\alpha, \beta$ are corresponding weights for local constraint and global constraint, we set $\alpha = 0.6, \beta = 0.4$ by experiment. We could choose the top-$k$ templates whose penalty function is the top-$k$ minimum as appropriate templates from template library for each summary set $S$. After putting scaled image into corresponding panel of each appropriate templates, we get corresponding initial layout results.

4.4. Layout optimization

Given the initial layouts for summary set $S$, as each panel in a template is rectangle, the diversity and visual effect of layout is limited. Besides, for each image, if the height-width ratio of the image is greatly different from that of corresponding panel, we need to rescale and crop the image much to fit the panel. Considering above two facts, we could deform each panel not only to add variability for its shape to enhance the diversity and visual effect, but also adjust its size to make the height-width ratio between corresponding image as close as possible to case less crop of rescaled image. Since each panel in template corresponds to a quadrilateral intersected by four lines (splitting lines and boundary lines, as shown in Figure 5(a)) of comic page, we move the splitting lines to optimize the deformation of panels to make the height-width ratio between images and corresponding panels as close as possible. Fitness function for optimization is defined as fol-
\[
Y(T_m) = \sum_{i=1}^{NL} \sum_{j=1}^{J} (\text{Ratio}(P_{i,j}) - \text{Ratio}(I_{i,j}))^2
\]  

Where \( T_m \) is current template of top-k templates, \( NL \in (1...4) \) is the number of layers of \( T_m \), \( J \in (1...3) \) is number of panels of layer \( L_i \), \( P_{i,j} \) denotes the \( j^{th} \) panel on layer \( L_i \), and \( I_{i,j} \) means the scaled image which needs to be put into panel \( P_{i,j} \). \( \text{Ratio}(x) \) calculates the height-width ratio of \( x \) (if \( x \) is irregular quadrilateral, it calculates the height-width ratio of its minimum bounding box). We aims at minimizing \( Y(T_m) \).

We use PSO [KE95] algorithm to optimize the fitness function, each particle in PSO encapsulates the parameters of splitting lines of comic page, splitting lines will move to determine the optimized shape of panels after every iteration, and converged to determine the final shape of panels. After optimization, panels have variability in shapes and size to enhancing the diversity of layout while optimally preserving the content of images, as shown in Figure 5(c). Besides, there is usually row spacing and column spacing in real comic layout, so we take a simple movement of splitting lines in comic page to add such effects (in our method, we set row spacing as 15 pixels and column spacing as 8 pixels). The final comic layout result is shown as Figure 5(d), after optimization, panels have variability in shapes and preserves the content of images as much as possible.

5. Experiments and analysis

In this section, we will introduce the experiments and analysis of our method. We also carry out user evaluation to verify the effectiveness of our method, the limitation of our method is discussed as well.

5.1. Experimental results

We implement the whole process in C++ on a PC with Intel Core 2 Duo E7300 and 3.1GHz CPU with 4G memory. We carry out experiments on several albums, each containing dozens of pictures which were taken under different scenes by different digital devices.

To validate the effectiveness of our method, we first validate the effectiveness of the organization of images by comparing the categorization tree with ground truth, then compare our collage with AutoCollage [RBHB06] and photo-collage [YLG*14].

For each set of images, 10 users are asked to construct the ground truth of categorization tree based on the principle that images taken under a similar scene should locate nearer in the ground truth of categorization tree and each leaf node represents an image. They construct the ground truth iteratively as follows: when the ground truth is accomplished by one user it is transferred to another user to modify, the process stops when all users are satisfied with the ground truth. The comparison between categorization tree with ground truth is shown in Figure 6, which shows our categorization tree keeps similar topology structure with the ground truth, demonstrating the effective organization of images based on the categorization tree.

In addition, we compare our collage with AutoCollage [RBHB06] and photo-collage [YLG*14] as shown in Figure 7. AutoCollage and photo-collage both display images in a compact way, however, they don’t take into account of the similarity between images, all input images are arranged randomly in the canvas, making it hard to search specific image. In comparison, we organize images by considering the similarity between images and display the summary of images in simple comic-like layout, making it easy for navigate and search desired image.

5.2. User evaluation and limitations

We carry out user evaluation to validate the effectiveness of our collage. We recruit 40 participants (20 males and 20 females) to compare our results (shown in attachment material) with results from AutoCollage and photo-collage from two perspectives: visual effect for browsing and efficiency for search certain image.

**Visual effect for browsing:** Is the collage result visual
pleasing and clear for view on the whole? Participants are asked to assign a score from 1 to 5 for each result (higher value means better), we compare the average value for each result as shown in Figure 8, which demonstrates that out collage gives clearer and more visual pleasing results.

**Figure 8:** Comparison with AutoCollage [RBHB06] and photo-collage [YLG*14] from the perspective of efficiency for search.

**Efficiency for search:** For the specific images, what time takes participants to find them in the collage? We count the average time for participants to find each specified image. For the 5 specified images, the average time for search that in collage is shown in Figure 9, which shows that our collage is more efficient for search specific image, we analyses that our method summary the images and display them in a concise way.

**Figure 9:** Comparison with AutoCollage [RBHB06] and photo-collage [YLG*14] from the perspective of efficiency for search.

**Limitations:** There also exist some limitations for our approach. Firstly, our method is not applicable to all types of input images, but only to the images that each subset of them are taken under a similar scene so that we can create reliable quartets from them. Besides, we haven’t consider any high-level semantics of images, we think that if we have the support of high-level features of images, our quartets will be more reliable. Finally, user interaction is not supported in the process of creating collage, which is a shortcoming of our collage.

6. Conclusion and future work

This paper proposes a new approach for album quickview. By constructing categorization tree for album we organize images effectively, and we also propose a new comic-like layout generation method for image summary in album, presenting a quickview of album with diverse layout styles. For the future work, we aim to add high-level features of images to create more reliable quartets, and add user interaction in the process of collage creation to present more abundant collage styles.
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